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Ambipolar drift of spatially separated electrons and holes

M. Beck,* D. Streb, M. Vitzethum, P. Kiesel, S. Malzer, C. Metzner, and G. H. Do¨hler
Institut für Technische Physik I, Universita¨t Erlangen–Nürnberg, Erlangen, Germany

~Received 9 January 2001; published 2 August 2001!

We report on the ambipolar transport process of photogenerated, spatially separated charge carriers in the
doping layers of ap- i -n diode under the influence of lateral electric fields. By including externally applied
electric fields into the theory of ambipolar diffusion of spatially separated electrons and holes, we show that the
transport of excess carriers can be described as a combined drift and diffusion process. Compared to the
well-known ambipolar transport in bulk material, the ambipolar diffusion process is enhanced by several orders
of magnitude, whereas the ambipolar drift can be described by the same ambipolar mobility as in bulk material
if the electric fields in both doping layers are identical. One major difference of the ambipolar drift of electrons
and holes propagating in different layers in comparison to bulk material is the possibility to control the
ambipolar mobility dynamically by changing the dark carrier densities by varying the reverse bias applied to
thep- i -n structure. Most interesting however, is the fact that the ambipolar drift can be controlled by different
external fields for electrons and holes. In order to verify the predictions of our theoretical description of the
ambipolar transport of spatially separated electrons and holes, we have developed a new pump-and-probe
technique that allows for a direct temporally and spatially resolved investigation of the various transport
scenarios. The results agree very well with the theoretical simulations.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevB.64.085307 PACS number~s!: 73.40.2c, 73.43.2f, 73.50.2h
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I. INTRODUCTION

The ambipolar diffusion of electrons and holes separa
by space charge fields inp- i -n diodes or in n- i -p- i
structures1 has been of great interest over the last decade
comparison to a common plasma of electrons and holes,
major differences have been observed. First, due to t
separation, the carriers can hardly recombine interna
which results in lifetimes in the range of microseconds
seconds,2 thus exceeding typical carrier lifetimes in bu
semiconductor material (;1 ns) by up to about nine order
of magnitude. Second, because of the reduced Coulomb
traction between carriers of opposite sign due to the sep
tion, the repulsion between carriers of the same sign yield
diffusion process that is enhanced by internally genera
lateral electric fields. Although the transport mechanism
more complex if electrons and holes are separated from e
other, it can still be described by a single ambipolar diffus
equation.1 In p- i -n diodes4,5 as well as in n- i -p- i
superlattices6 the diffusion coefficient has been shown to e
ceed the bulk diffusion constant by several orders of mag
tude. Both the enhanced diffusion and the enhanced ca
lifetime, resulting from their spatial separation, lead to diff
sion lengths that are very much larger than the dimension
the structures under consideration. This implies that the
rier lifetime can be regarded as infinite compared to the t
a carrier spends within the sample, i.e., the carrier lifetim
mainly limited by external recombination at the contacts,
by internal recombination.

Thus, the enhanced ambipolar diffusion is fairly well u
derstood and theory and experiment are in very go
agreement.1,6–9 However, the influence of externally applie
lateral electric fields on the transport process of spati
separated carriers has not yet been considered. For a ne
plasma, this process is well known as the ‘‘ambipolar drif
In this paper, we will first develop the theory describing t
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transport under these conditions. Subsequently we will sh
that the theoretical predictions are in very good agreem
with the results of pump-and-probe experiments designe
observe excess carriers inp- i -n diodes temporally and spa
tially resolved.

We solely refer top- i -n diodes here. However,n- i -p- i
structures can be described within the same framework.
thermore, we restrict our discussion to the case where
external fields applied to the two doping layers are the sa
~it should be noted, however, that different external fields c
be applied in such systems!. This special case simplifies th
theory significantly and allows us to define an ambipo
mobility, which is not possible in the case of different field
in the n and p layers. We show that, in contrast to the e
hancement of the diffusion constant, the ambipolar mobi
is unaffected by the spatial separation of the carriers.

In the following section we develop the theoretical fram
work. In the third section the investigated sample and
experimental setup will be described briefly. In Sec. IV w
present the results of numerical calculations based on
ambipolar transport model derived in Sec. II and comp
these with the results from the experiment described in S
III. Finally a conclusion will be given in Sec. V.

II. THEORY

In this section we will show that the transport of phot
generated carriers in separated layers can be described
similar way as the transport in bulk material, the major d
ference being the enhanced diffusion coefficient.

A. Bulk semiconductor

To derive the transport equation for separated carriers,
briefly review the simpler case of bulk material. Let th
steady-state electron and hole current densities be given
©2001 The American Physical Society07-1
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jWn
05emnn0EW 01eDn¹W n0 ,

~1!
jWp
05empp0EW 02eDp¹W p0 ,

wheremn,p denote the electron and hole mobilities,Dn,p the
respective diffusion constants,n0 andp0 the steady-state car
rier densities, andEW 0 the electric field. If we locally excite
additional electron-hole pairs, charges will always
screened by carriers of the opposite charge such that
charges will only occur on a very small scale. Therefore,
assume ambipolarity:

Dn5n2n05Dp5p2p05r. ~2!

Furthermore, the Einstein relationsDn,p5mn,p(kBT/e) are
assumed to be valid. Since in general, the mobilities of e
trons and holes differ, an additional electric fieldDEW bulk will
build up until Eq.~2! is fulfilled. The current densities there
fore change by the amount

D jWn5emnnDEW bulk1emnrEW 01kBTmn¹W r,
~3!

D jWp5emppDEW bulk1emprEW 02kBTmp¹W r.

Ambipolarity @Eq. ~2!# together with the continuity equation
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(G andR denote the deviations of the generation and reco
bination rates from their respective steady state valu!
yields

05
]n

]t
2

]p

]t
5¹W •F ~mnn1mpp!DEW bulk1~mn1mp!rEW 0

1
kBT

e
~mn2mp!¹W rG . ~5!

Thus, the additional internal electric field amounts to

DEW bulk5
const

mnn1mpp
2

mn1mp

mnn1mpp
rEW 02

mn2mp

mnn1mpp

kBT

e
¹W r.

~6!

The integration constant depends on the boundary condit
and vanishes in an infinite sample. InsertingDEW bulk into Eq.
~3!, one obtains the well-known continuity equation for am
bipolar transport due to the excess carrier densityr in bulk
semiconductors:3
~7!
the
s

B. Spatially separated electrons and holes

Electrons and holes generated by photoexcitation in
intrinsic layer of ap- i -n diode will be separated into th
doping layers by the builtin field within a few picosecond
Since this time is very short compared to the relevant ti
scale~nano seconds to milliseconds! for the lateral transport
we assume an instantaneous separation of the carriers.

Besides the strongly enhanced recombination lifetime,
spatial separation of electrons and holes has two major
fects on the theoretical description of the lateral transp
First, we have to change the three-dimensional vectors
two-dimensional in-plane vectors, carrier densities also
come two-dimensional and are only defined within the lay
and the unit of the current densities becomes A/m. Seco
both the external and the internal fields can differ betwe

the two layers. Therefore, we have to replaceEW 0 by EW n
0 and

EW p
0 , andDEW bulk by DEW n

p- i -n andDEW p
p- i -n , respectively. Eq.~3!

then becomes
e

.
e

e
f-
t.
to
e-
s
d,
n

D jWn5emnnDEW n
p- i -n1emnrEW n

01kBTmn¹W r,
~8!

D jWp5emppDEW p
p- i -n1emprEW p

02kBTmp¹W r.

Since the difference between the electric potentials in
two doping layersfp2fn is given by the carrier densitie
via the capacity density of the diodeCpn , we can replace
DEW p

p- i -n as follows:

DEW p
p- i -n5DEW n

p- i -n2¹W ~fp2fn!5DEW n
p- i -n2

]~fp2fn!

]r
•¹W r

5DEW n
p- i -n2

e

Cpn
¹W r. ~9!

Assuming ambipolarity@Eq. ~2!#, one obtains
7-2
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Solving for DEW n
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DEW n
p- i -n5
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mnEW n
01mpEW p

0

mnn1mpp
r2

mn2mp

mnn1mpp

kBT

e
¹W r

1
mpp

mnn1mpp

e

Cpn
¹W r. ~11!

Again, the integration constant depends on the bound
conditions and vanishes if we assume an infinite sam
Inserting Eq.~11! into Eq. ~8!, one obtains the continuity
equation for the lateral transport of spatially separated exc
carriers:
~12!
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Comparing Eq.~12! with Eq. ~7! we note two important
differences. First we observe that there is now, apart from
usual ambipolar bulk contribution to the diffusion curren
another term, which originates from the spatial separation
electrons and holes in thep-i-n diode and which is also pro
portional to the gradient of the photoinduced excess cha
density. Therefore, this term can be interpreted as an a
tional contribution to the diffusion current. In fact, the term
Dambi

p- i -n , is typically by several orders of magnitude larg
than the first one,Dambi

bulk , as the voltagese np/(n1p)Cpn are
typically in the range of several volts whereaskT/e is in the
mV range. This term is responsible for the ‘‘giant ambipo
diffusion coefficient’’ discussed previously.1,4–9 Second, we
see that the drift velocity of the photo-induced excess car
density,vW drift,ambi can no longer be expressed by an ambipo

drift mobility, vW drift,ambi5mambiEW 0 unlessEp
05En

0 . In the gen-
eral caseEp

0ÞEn
0 , the drift velocity still depends on the dif

ference between the hole and electron density,p and n, but
now weighted reciprocally with the fieldsEn

0 andEp
0 , respec-

tively. Therefore, the sign of the drift velocity can chang
depending on whetherEn

0. or ,(n/p)Ep
0 , although the sign

of Ep
0 andEn

0 may be the same. This implies intriguing co
sequences for the ambipolar transport. In this paper we
restrict our discussion mostly to the caseEp

05En
0 and only

briefly outline a few consequences for the general caseEp
0

ÞEn
0 in Sec. V.

In the following we will also consider only the case
transport in one dimension, chosen to be thex direction. This
approximation is strictly valid in a system with translation
symmetry along they direction. If the dimension in thex
direction is much larger than the one in they direction, the
carriers will have spread almost equally over the samp
e
,
of

e
i-

r

r
r

,

ill

l

’s

width whent.Ly
2/Dambi. Then, the system can be describ

with the boundary condition that there is no net current
the y direction, so that the one-dimensional description
also valid. It is worth noting here that there is no surfa
recombination, since the surface band bending prevents
electrons inn-type material and holes inp-type material to
reach the surface. This has previously been verifi
experimentally.1 When the excess carrier concentrationr is
small compared to the dark carrier concentrationsn0 andp0,
the ambipolar mobility as well as the ambipolar diffusio
coefficient (DambiªDambi

bulk 1Dambi
p- i -n) are to a good approxima

tion constant. In this ‘‘small-signal case,’’ Eq.~12! has the
analytical solution

r~x,t.0!5
N

A4ptDambi

expS 2
~x2vdriftt !

2

4Dambit
D ,

~13!
r~x,t,0!50,

if the carriers are generated by a spatially and tempor
d-shaped pulse atx50 andt50, provided that no additiona
boundary conditions are to be taken into account.N specifies
the total number of carriers generated per unit length in thy
direction. Hence, the small-signal solution is a Gaussi
shaped distribution broadening with the diffusion const
Dambi and drifting with the velocityvdrift5mambi

p- i -nEext.
The dynamics of the diffusion process of photogenera

charge carriers is fairly well understood.1,7–9 However, Eq.
~12! cannot be solved analytically ifr is not small compared
to n0 or p0 ~‘‘large-signal case’’! or if the finite size of the
sample has to be considered. Therefore, in order to pre
the dynamics of the excess carriers, we have carried out
merical simulations that essentially represent a numerica
7-3
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tegration of Eq.~12! in a one-dimensional~1D! model sys-
tem, taking into account realistic boundary conditions giv
by the contact potentials and including the screening of
external field by the photogenerated carriers~the integration
constant neglected in the derivation!.

In order to justify the assumptions made in the derivat
of Eq. ~12!, especially the assumption of ambipolarity, i.e
that the space charges within a layer are always screene
an opposite charge in the other layer, we carried out num
cal calculations without this assumption and simulated
transport process by solving iteratively Poisson’s equa
and the continuity equations~4!. We restricted the calcula
tions to a model system of twod-doped layers~two 1D sys-
tems interacting with each other!, which allows for moderate
computing times compared to the more realistic case~one 2D
system!. Figure 1~a! depicts several snapshots of the calc
lated distributions of excess electronsDn and holesDp
~model B! together with the equivalent excess carrier co
centrationsr calculated with the numerically much simple
integration of Eq.~12! ~model A!. In the example shown, we
assumed a model sample with the dark carrier concentrat
n051012 cm22 and p05431012 cm22. The width of the
intrinsic layer was assumed to be 100 nm,Lx51 mm, and
U lat520 V. The excitation atLx/2 andt50 produced only
few carriers compared to the dark carrier concentrati
~small-signal case!. The deviations between the two mode

FIG. 1. ~a! Excess carrier densities calculated with the assum
tion r5Dn5Dp ~model A! and without this assumption~model B!.
~b! Comparison between the two numerical models: (Dn1Dp)/2
2r. ~c! Deviations from ambipolarityDp2Dn; this small devia-
tion allows for ambipolarity by generating lateral electric fields.
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(Dn1Dp)/22r are shown in Fig. 1~b!, the deviations from
ambipolarity Dp2Dn in Fig. 1~c!. In various simulations
using a broad spectrum of parameters, we never obse
deviations lager than 1%, also in the large-signal case.

III. EXPERIMENT

A. Sample

The sample under investigation is a stripe-shaped gall
arsenidep- i -n diode grown by molecular beam epitaxy on
semi-insulating substrate. The layer structure diode cons
of a 500 nm thickp-doped layer (nA57.531016 cm23) de-
posited on a semi-insulating GaAs substrate, followed
700 nm intrinsic material and a 320 nm thickn-doped layer
(nD54.631016 cm23) on top. Mesas, as shown schema
cally in Fig. 2, were defined by photolithography and ste
wise etching. The length of the sample (Lx53760 mm) is
much larger than its width (Ly550 mm). Therefore, the
one-dimensional description used in the numerical simu
tions is justified fort.Ly

2/Dambi'4 ns @cf. Eq. ~14!#. The
diode has selective Ohmic contacts to then layer ~Ge/Au
annealed at 425°C) and to thep layer ~Zn/Au annealed at
425°) at both ends. This enables us to apply three indep
dent voltages:Upn

l(eft) ~at x52Lx/2), Upn
r(ight) ~at x51Lx/2)

andU lat(5Unn) ~see Fig. 2!. However, as mentioned above
we chooseUpn

l 5Upn
r 5:Upn .

B. Pump-and-probe experiments

Our experiment is a pump-and-probe experiment based
the electroabsorption~Franz-Keldysh effect! in the intrinsic
layer of the diode. The pump laser pulse (tpump'10 ns,
lpump5790 nm, spot diameter'40 mm) excites electron-
hole pairs in the intrinsic layer. These carriers are separa
by the builtin voltageUbi and by the additional reverse bia
voltage Upn . Since the net charge within the layers is r
duced by the photogenerated carriers, the original field in
intrinsic layer is partially screened. This enhances the tra
mission of the probe laser pulse (tprobe'1 ns, lprobe
5900 nm, spot diameter'40 mm), which follows the
pump pulse with a variable delayt. This delay is adjusted by
a double pulse generator. Repeating the pump-and-p
cycle at 100 kHz and chopping the pump laser at a freque
of 35 Hz, we can measure the transmission change cause

-

FIG. 2. Schematic view of the sample and the principle of
pump-and-probe experiment.
7-4
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the induced charge carriers at the probing spotx at delay
time t using lock-in technique. The setup allows for bo
spatially and time-resolved transmission change meas
ments, including spatial coincidence. The experimental se
will be discussed in more detail in a subsequent paper.10

IV. RESULTS

The discussion of the obtained experimental results
be restricted to one set of parameters. We choose a rev
biasUpn526 V and compare the two lateral voltagesU lat
50 V and 20 V. Solving Poisson’s equation forfn2fp
526 V and taking into account a surface band bending
about 0.7 eV'Eg/2, we expect for the two-dimensiona
dark carrier concentrationsn051.6831011 cm22 and p0
53.131012 cm22, respectively. Using the carrier mobilitie
obtained from Hall measurements,mn55315 cm2/V s and
mp5325 cm2/V s, and the capacity density of the diode
Upn526 V, Cpn'12 nF/cm2, we can calculate the amb
polar diffusion constant and the ambipolar mobility for t
small-signal case:

Dambi~r50!5Dambi
bulk ~r50!1Dambi

p- i -n~r50!

'17 cm2/s16320 cm2/s

'6300 cm2/s, ~14!

mambi
p- i -n~r50!'2700 cm2/V s. ~15!

In order to illustrate the experimental results, we first disc
the results expected from the numerical integration of
~12!, taking into account the boundary conditions given
the fixed values of the electric potential at the contacts. T
pump laser pulse excites a total ofN'73107 electron-hole
pairs during the time betweent525 ns andt515 ns at
x50 @center of the device, cf. Fig. 3~a!#. The excited carriers
are assumed to be generated directly in the doping lay
whereas really the separation takes a few picoseconds.
calculated distributions of excess carriers for different tim
after excitation are depicted in Fig. 3~b!. Let us first have a
look at the calculated distributions without an externally a
plied electric field (U lat50 V), i.e., at the ambipolar diffu-
sion without drift ~dash-dotted lines in Fig. 3!. Due to the
deviation from the small-signal case, the distribution de
ates slightly from the Gaussian shape for small timest
525 ns). When the carrier concentration decreases, the
fusion coefficient approaches the small-signal value and
resemblance of the distribution with the Gaussian shape
dicted for the small-signal case by Eq.~13! increases. After
1000 ns, the approximate analytical solution again fails d
to the finite size of the sample. The carriers recombine
the external circuit and the excess carrier concentration a
contacts vanishes due to the boundary conditionfp2fn
5Upn .

With U lat520 V ~left, negative; right, positive!, the dis-
tribution drifts towards the positive contact. This is just t
same behavior as known from the ambipolar drift in bu
material, which is just the general case of minority carr
drift. The distribution of excess carriers moves to the d
08530
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direction of theindividual minority carriers~electrons!. Al-
though theindividual majority carriers drift into the opposite
direction, theexcess concentrationshifts in the same direc
tion as the minority carriers are drifting. This is because
minority carrier current increases due to the increased ca
concentration on the one hand. On the other hand, the e
nal lateral field is screened by the additional carriers, wh
in turn decreases the majority carrier current. This is a re
of the condition that no unscreened net charges may occu
contrast to ambipolar drift in bulk semiconductors, ourp- i -n
structures offer the possibility to observe this process ove
long time and over long distances.

In the experiment, we probe the carrier concentration
several different positions as a function of the time de
between pump and probe. For the sake of simplicity,
restrict the discussion to two distances from the excitat
spot: x1,1̄56300 mm and x2,2̄56500 mm. These posi-
tions are indicated in Fig. 3~b!. The excess carrier densitie
for negativex were not obtained by moving the probe pos
tion to the other side of the pump spot, but by changing
polarity of U lat , which makes no difference since the pum
spot is in the center of the sample.

Figure 4 depicts the measured time-resolved rela
transmission changes due to the electro-absorption in the
trinsic layer of the diode withU lat50 V ~dotted lines! and
U lat5620 V ~solid lines! at ~a! x1,1̄56300 mm and ~b!
x2,2̄56500 mm.

In order to interpret the measured data, we need to kn
how the optical transmission change is linked to the exc
carrier density. Therefore, we determined both the dep
dence of the carrier density onUpn by conductivity measure-
ments and the relation between transmission andUpn . Thus,
we can evaluate the time-resolved excess carrier conce
tions from the measured transmission. These are show
Fig. 5 for the two mentioned distances from the pump po
tion. Theory and experiment agree well forU lat50 and for
positivex with U lat.0.

FIG. 3. ~a! Illustration of the experimental setup and the appli
voltages; the carriers are excited in the middle of the sample.~b!
Calculated excess carrier concentrations 25 ns, 200 ns, and 10
after the excitation forU lat50 V ~dash-dotted lines! and for U lat

520 V ~solid lines!.
7-5
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However, the measured carrier concentrations at nega
x are significantly lower than those obtained from the sim
lation. This is possibly due to the holes generated in the z
between the center of then channel and the surface. Due
the surface band bending these holes are driven toward
surface. Although the number of carriers generated in
region amounts to about 15% of the total number of carr
generated between thep layer and the center of then channel

FIG. 4. The measured relative transmission change of the p
pulse due to the excess carriers over the time delay between p
and probe at~a! x15300 mm and~b! x25500 mm.

FIG. 5. The experimental and theoretical excess carrier con
trations over the time after excitationU lat50 V, 20 V and
220 V at ~a! x15300 mm and~b! x25500 mm.
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~i.e., those expected to contribute to the ambipolar sign!,
they have been neglected in our simulations. This is justifi
in the case of zero lateral field. As these holes are trappe
surface states, they recombine locally with the correspond
electrons within the region of excitation. Therefore, they
not contribute to the transport. The situation changes
negative lateral bias is applied. In this case, this hole cha
~representing the minority species with regard to the el
trons in the channel! is drifting in the negativex direction
~with a low mobility and, hence, low drift velocity!. Thus,
the apparently too fast decrease ofr at negativex could be
an artifact of the surface hole drift: As the time betwe
subsequent pulses is 10ms in our experiments, the signa
reflects the difference between the transmission at the d
time 0,t,2 ms and the transmission att@10 ms. Thus,
if, for instance, it takes somewhat less than 10ms for the
maximum of the drifting hole pulse to reach the observat
point x, during the time 0,t,2 ms the surface charge atx
is still determined by the decreasing contribution of the p
vious pulse, while the increase due to the ‘‘new’’ pulse w
arrive there only att.2 ms. Thus, during the interval 0
,t,2 ms the surface zone yields an increasing contribut
to the absorption, as the reduced surface band bend
caused by the previous pulse, is recovering. Therefore,
transmission during this time is actually lower than expec
from the theoretical simulations that neglect the surface c
tribution. It should be noted that the situation for positivex is
not affected by this effect, for the same reasons as in the
without lateral bias.

From the data obtained by the numerical simulation
could extract time-dependent ambipolar mobilities and dif
sion coefficients by evaluation of the mean position of t
excess carriers and the time derivative of the mean varia
of the excess carrier distribution respectively. The time e
lution of the mean position of the excess carriers would yi
a drift velocity and thus the ambipolar mobility, whereas t
diffusion coefficient could be obtained by taking the tim
derivative of the mean variance of the excess carrier dis
bution. Or we could simply plot the coefficients used in t
numerical simulation as a function of time and space.

However, we intend to extract estimates of the coe
cients from the experiment, i.e., from the measured time e
lution of the carrier densities at only a few individual prob
positions. Different methods have been used to evaluate
ambipolar diffusion coefficient, e.g., from the time depe
dence of the carrier concentration or the current in one la
at one position.7–9 All of these methods rely on the sma
signal solution of Eq.~12!, i.e., Eq.~13!. We propose a fur-
ther method here, which also makes use of Eq.~13!. If the
excess carrier concentration is of the same order as the
carrier concentration of the minority carriers, which is true
our experiment, the small-signal solution is no longer sa
factory, but we can still use a Gaussian function, howev
with time-dependent parameters

r~x,t.0!5
N

A4ptDambi* ~ t !
expS 2

@x2vdrift* ~ t !t#2

4Dambi* ~ t !t
D ,

~16!

be
mp

n-
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as a fit to the measured data. The parametersDambi* (t) and
vdrift* (t) then provide an estimate for the diffusion and dr
behavior of the excess carrier distribution. However, they
not the diffusion coefficient and the drift velocity, since th
do not reflect the spatial dependence of these variables.

Since the origin of the deviations from the numeric
simulation at negativex is not quite clear, we use the carrie
concentrations at the two probe positionsx15300 mm and
x25500 mm to determineDambi* (t) andvdrift* (t). Let r1,2

0 de-
note the excess carrier concentration forU lat50 V at x1 and
x2, respectively, andr1,2

1 the concentrations at the two pos
tions for U lat520 V.

For zero applied lateral field, the drift velocity is obv
ously zero. Therefore Eq.~16! yields:

ln
r1

0

r2
0

5
x2

22x1
2

4Dambi* ~ t !t
⇒Dambi* ~ t !5

x2
22x1

2

4t ln~r1
0/r2

0!
. ~17!

If we plot Dambi* (t)t vs t, in the small-signal case we woul
obtain a straight line through the origin whose slope is
diffusion constant. If however the small-signal conditio
does not hold, the diffusion coefficient is expected to exc
its small-signal value@cf. Eq. ~12!#. In Fig. 6, we show the
results obtained forDambi* (t)t from the numerical simulation
~solid line! and from our measured data~dots!. The dotted
line indicates the line expected in the small-signal case w
out boundary conditions@i.e., Lx→`, cf. Eq. ~13!#. The ex-
perimental values correspond very well with the theoreti
curve, the slope of which ranges between 8000 cm2/s im-
mediately after the excitation and decreases towards
small-signal value after about 700 ns. The curve then
comes less steep than the small-signal line due to the car
arriving at the contacts.

FIG. 6. Square of the ambipolar diffusion distance obtained
Eq. ~17! from the experimental data~dots! and the numerical simu
lation ~solid line!. The small signal diffusion constant (Dambi

56337 cm2/s) is indicated by the dotted line.
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Similarly, one can obtain an estimate of the drift veloc
of the excess carrier distribution from Eq.~16! as follows:

ln~r1
1/r2

1!

ln~r1
0/r2

0!
5

x2
22x1

222~x22x1!vdrift* ~ t !t

x2
22x1

2

⇒vdrift* ~ t !5S 12
ln~r1

1/r2
1!

ln~r1
0/r2

0!
D x21x1

2t
. ~18!

The small-signal ambipolar mobility calculated in E
~13! corresponds to an ambipolar drift velocity ofvdrift

'1440 m/s. In Fig. 7,vdrift* (t)t, obtained according to Eq
~18! from the experimental and numerical data, is plott
versust. The small-signal value is indicated by the dott
line. Again we observe the behavior we expect from E
~12!: the drift velocity, i.e., the slope of the curve is alwa
smaller than expected for the small-signal case, but
proaches this value for times up to about 500 ns. The sl
of the calculated curve ranges betweenvdrift* (t5150 ns)
5820 m/s andvdrift* (t5800 ns)5975 m/s. Again, the de-
viation from the expected small signal behavior for tim
larger than 700 ns is due to the finite size of the sample. In
infinite sample, the slope would asymptotically approach
small signal line.

V. CONCLUSIONS

We have shown that the lateral transport of photogen
ated charge carriers in the doping layers of ap- i -n diode can
be described as a combined drift and diffusion. This proc
differs from bulk semiconductor ambipolar transport main
with respect to the strongly enhanced diffusion process.
terestingly, the drift component in the case of equal late
fields in both layers is essentially the same as that in b
semiconductors. However, it can be observed much ea
due to the extremely enhanced recombination lifetimes. O
spatially and time-resolved pump-and-probe experime

y FIG. 7. Estimate of the ambipolar drift velocity obtained by E
~18! from the experimental data~dots! and the numerical simulation
~solid line!. The small-signal drift velocity (vdrift51440 m/s) is
indicated by the dotted line.
7-7
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have quantitatively confirmed the theoretical predictions.
nally we proposed methods for the determination of the a
bipolar diffusion coefficient and the drift velocity.

In this paper we have investigated only the case that e
trons and holes experience the same in-plane fields, altho
in Sec. II we have also derived the equations describing
general case of different in-plane fieldsEp

0ÞEn
0 . This case

can be realized inp- i -n diodes andn- i -p- i structures~in
contrast to bulk semiconductors! by a suitable choice of three
different voltages (Upn

l , Upn
r , and Upp , e.g.! applied to a

structure with two Ohmicn- and two Ohmicp-layer contacts
as depicted in Fig. 2. Without entering deeply into the deta
we want to outline how the ambipolar transport of photog
nerated carriers may be affected in this scenario. First
note that in this case the steady state fieldsEp

0 andEn
0 will no

longer be uniform within the sample even in the dark ca
The spatial dependence ofEp

0(x) andEn
0(x) follows from the

condition of continuity for the electron and hole current de
sities together with the condition for the local electron a
hole densitiesp(x)2pth5n(x) as a function of the loca
differencefn(x)2fp(x) of electric potentials for the elec
trons and holes. For the simple case of ad-doped p- i -n
diode with a threshold voltageUpn

th for total electron deple-
tion in then layer and a residual hole densitypth this relation
reads
08530
i-
-

c-
gh
e

ls
-
e

e.

-
d

p~x!2pth5n~x!5
Cpn

e
$@fn~x!2fp~x!#2Upn

th %. ~19!

For pth@n(x) we obtain a nearly uniform fieldEp
0(x)5Ep

0

5Upp /Lx . If the reverse voltages are chosen such t
uUpn

r u,uUpn
l u,uUpn

th u, the electron density increases from le
to right, whereas the magnitude of the fieldEn

0(x) decreases
correspondingly, as the electron current density has to
independent ofx. With the sign ofUpp5U lat chosen as be
fore, the pulse of photogenerated carriers will still move
the right contact with positive drift velocity as long a
uEn

0(x)u.@n(x)/p(x)#uEp
0u still holds @see drift term in Eq.

~12!#. If, however,uUpn
l u approachesuUpn

th u there will be an
increasing region whereuEn

0(x)u,@n(x)/p(x)#uEp
0u holds for

any x larger than a criticalxcr . Under these circumstance
the drift velocity of the pulse will have opposite sign if th
illumination spot is located within the rangexcr,x,Lx . In
this case the excess carrier distribution will always drift
wards the pointxcr , unlessuEn

0(x)u,@n(x)/p(x)#uEp
0u holds

everywhere. In the latter case the photoinduced excess
rier distribution, i.e., both the excess minority and the exc
majority carrier distribution will drift into the drift direction
of the majority carriers. This finding is exactly opposite
the well-known pseudoparadox concerning the ambipo
drift in usual bulk semiconductors.3 These peculiarities hav
still to be proven by future experiments.
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